Greg Ives: Dishonest New Hampshire Hearing Oﬃcer
Greg Ives seems like a nice guy, he’s much more patient than most bureaucrats and he
remained professional during our pretended “hearing.” He’s the type of bureaucrat who
helps cause irreparable harm and injury while trying to come across as a nice guy doing
what he thinks is right. He certainly does not come across as cruel like most bureaucrats.
Greg is a hearing oﬃcer with the New Hampshire Employment Security Dept. I’m not using
his pictures directly on my website and videos as I don’t want to be hit with false copyright
claims, they are here.
Despite NHES general counsel Maria Deltario, and the main witness, Chris Leones,
admitting there was no evidence against their target, they allowed the matter to escalate
and we requested a hearing, Greg Ives was the hearing oﬃcer. His dishonesty is easy to
present, it consists primarily of a contradiction, a contradiction that set the stage for the
destruction of a peaceful business.
The NHES, through Chris Leones, made numerous claims against Bill who owned the Twin
Mountain Country Store. More info reported by Bill:
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Chris claimed the “laws” of the New Hampshire government applied to Bill because he is
physically in New Hampshire. Chris and NHES general counsel, Maria Dalterio, admitted
there was no evidence to support this claim.
Greg Ives held ﬁrm for the entire “hearing” that the applicability of the constitution and
code was not within the scope of the appeal process, jurisdiction was oﬀ limits. I
mentioned that if that were true, then Greg could not aﬃrm the NHES’s claim.
Despite his statement that applicability was oﬀ the table, Greg still made a determination
the code did apply, aﬃrming the NHES claim as true. Not only does this contradict his
statement, even if it didn’t, it contradicted witness testimony. Below is his boss, George
Copadis, who also couldn’t provide any proof of his claim.
There is much more, but this is suﬃcient evidence to prove Greg is dishonest and helped
cause irreparable harm to Bill. It’s felony obstruction of justice at the very least, he
certainly denied Bill a fair hearing and it may also count as a simulation of a legal process.
Greg oﬀered no justiﬁcation for his contradiction because there isn’t one.
And there’s no merit to any claim Greg was honestly mistaken. The hearing was well over
ten hours taking place over several days; the issue and contradiction were raised at almost

every step. This is a very simple issue and Greg is a smart guy, he knew what was he was
doing and had to know he was contradicting himself.
Greg isn’t as malicious as prosecutors, judges, cops and tax agents tend to be. Despite the
obvious contradiction, Greg went ahead and aﬃrmed the position of his team, the New
Hampshire Economic Security Dept. The more honest position would have been if Greg
said that the NHES’s claim of jurisdiction (the applicability of the constitution and code to
Bill) was oﬀ limits to Bill, not the NHES. Still unfair, but at least more honest.
What Greg Ives did was criminal. He may be a nice guy, but his contractions led to the
destruction of a peaceful business.
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